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Your Trade Secrets at Risk:
China Reported to Be
Offender Number One

or law enforcement and private
sector security professionals, it
may be old news that China leads
all nations—by far—in the area of
intellectual property (IP) theft.
Latest details: Economic espionage has helped China attain
major technological developments
in two or three years that would
normally take 10. In addition, systematic economic espionage has
enabled many Chinese companies
to undercut foreign pricing competition by as much as 15% to 20%.
Many of the offenders in Chinabased trade secret theft cases are
Chinese-born, naturalized United
States citizens or possess various
visas to work or study in the
United States. Others are current
or former employees of the US
businesses they victimized.
Self-defense: Aside from the
obvious network security measures
that most organizations now have
in place, intensive employee education is needed to raise awareness of
the threat and provide instruction
on how to react to the detection of
potential or actual IP theft.

www.wccfighter.com

Well Worth the Investment

R

esearch from the Society for Human ronment, employers may be reluctant to
Resource Management (SHRM) provide an accurate assessment of a former
shows that “the top reasons why employee’s work history including
organizations conduct credit background strengths, weaknesses and disciplinary
checks are to limit theft and embezzle- actions.They fear that such a candid assessment in the workplace, reduce liability for ment might expose them to liability for
negligent hiring, assess the overall trust- defamation or negligent referral. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to obtain
worthiness of the job
any useful information
candidate, and comply
It is becoming increasingly
from former employers.
with applicable state
difficult to obtain any useful
laws requiring a backCaution: The Fair
ground check for par- information from former employers Credit Reporting Act
ticular positions.”
(FCRA) is one of the
Types of information an employer federal statutes that govern employment
should attempt to develop about job screening.
candidates:
Important: For employment purpos•Work history
es, each applicant should sign a consent
•Nature and length of work experience
form before any checks are made into
•Related work experience in the same
their criminal or credit histories.
industry
If negative information is found, appli•Education and certifications, including
cants have the right to receive a copy of
professional credentials
this information, so they may challenge
•Personal references
any incorrect information from the origi•Driver’s safety history
nal consumer credit company or court•Criminal history
house that is the official keeper of this
•Credit history
information.
Key: Different emphasis on each eleMULTIPLE SOURCES
ment or additional types of background
The FBI’s National Crime Information
information may be sought depending
on the nature of the position to be Center (NCIC) is for law enforcement use
filled. A position that requires arduous only. Companies that are conducting
and expensive training may place a background checks for the first time have
greater value on longevity in a candi- many decisions to make about how much
date’s work history than on extensive checking they want to do and how much
education. A project management posi- they want to spend.
Numerous providers offer backgroundtion, on the other hand, may place more
value on an applicant’s wide variety of screening services, and they make many
work experiences obtained from multi- claims about what kind of criminal checks
can be done. Some claim they can do nationple employers.
Unfortunately, in today’s litigious envi- wide criminal checks on applicants.The only
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true database that tracks all criminal records records that the candidate may have
from anywhere in the country is the NCIC. been a party to nationwide but only
Although this same information is sometimes for federal violations.
Caution: Federal violations are a small
marketed as National Wants and Warrants by
some background check vendors, this infor- minority of all convictions.When entry-level
mation is not legally available, and the ven- positions are filled by high-school and coldors are breaking the law if they are selling lege-aged applicants, it is unlikely that they
data from NCIC. If the background check have federal convictions.
Key: Federal criminal record searching
vendor has compiled data from multiple
is more suited for executive applicants.
databases to try to get national coverage, this
State convictions are also a minority of
is legal and available, but it is not a true the total. They do include serious felonies
national search. It is as
like murder and rape.
close as you will get.
The only true database that tracks Many states maintain a
Many levels of crimi- all criminal records from anywhere database for all those
nal records are available
convicted in the state.
in the country is the NCIC.
for background check
However, if a convicpurposes, some automated and some not. tion occurred at the county level, which is
Some states have statewide criminal check where the large majority of criminal activicapabilities and some do not. States like ty is recorded, the conviction might not
Delaware have only three counties, whereas have been recorded in the statewide dataothers have close to 100. Employers should base. So, even if you were to pay for a fednot attempt to inquire about arrests; only eral and a statewide criminal check from
convictions are permitted to be used in mak- each of the 50 states that had such a database, there would be no guarantee of finding employment decisions.
A United States District Court crimi- ing all the convictions a person might
nal check will produce any criminal have.The only way to ensure that all possible convictions that a subject has in one
state are obtained is to check each county
one by one. Thus, to do a real nationwide
“Detecting, Preventing
criminal check on one person would
and Auditing Fraud
involve checking all counties in all states
and would cost thousands of dollars.
Using Data Analysis”
To make the process workable, an iniEarn CPE Credits
tial search is run in public records using
Without Leaving Your Computer!
the Social Security Account Number
(SSAN)
of the applicant as a filter. Once
A SPECIAL “HOW-TO"
verified,
the SSAN can be linked to all
LEARNING SERIES FROM AUDITNET
past addresses of the subject. This idenAND FRAUDAWARE
tifies which counties in which states to
et Expert Advice on how to stay a
check for possible criminal records. Do
step ahead of fraudsters with
not use the address history provided by
proven tactics and techniques.
the subject, as the subject may leave out
After completing this carefully
any jurisdiction in which he may have a
designed series of 12 high-impact
criminal conviction. If the subject has
Webinars featuring the anti-fraud prolived only in one county in one state for
fession’s top experts, your auditors,
the previous 10 years, only one county’s
investigators, accounting staff, financial
records need to be checked.
personnel, compliance officers and
Any case in which an applicant is dissenior management teams will have a
covered to have more than one SSAN
unique body of knowledge, skills and
should be investigated.This is often caused
abilities to launch highly effective iniby a typographical error or other mistake
tiatives that beat fraudsters at their own
in the public records, but, it could have
resulted from a stolen identification or a
games—affordably and efficiently.
deliberate attempt to hide a true identity.
Sign up now for this unique series of
A check of a statewide database is a good
learning sessions that gets right to the
idea if the state has one. However, a county
brass tacks of using your organization’s
check should also be done in the counties
resources to safeguard its financial,
where the subject lived during the previintellectual and physical assets from
ous seven years. If the subject has lived in
the growing army of fraudsters.
multiple counties, this could be expensive.
For full details, dates, CPE credits
Some background check firms will check
and registration options, PLUS VALUall counties where an applicant has lived in
ABLE FREE BONUSES please visit
the
previous seven years for a set price.
h t t p : / w w w. a u d i t n e t . o r g / FA S T
The
downside to this method is that
PACKdm.htm
convictions will not be found for areas
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in which the subject did not live.
However, the majority of convictions
are in the county of residence.

FRAUD PSYCHOLOGY
Janet Schwartz, PhD, DABFE, DACFM, DABPS, FACE,
Forensic Fraud Research, Inc.

Example: An applicant lives in
Jefferson City, Missouri (Cole County) but
holds season football tickets to the
University of Missouri Tigers in Columbia,
Missouri (Boone County). For the most
part, the applicant is a law-abiding person.
However, the applicant has a tendency to
overindulge in beer and has been arrested
a few times over the years at these football
games.A background check that only exam-

BEYOND THE FRAUD TRIANGLE
21st-Century Causes of
Employee Fraud

Some states have statewide
criminal check capabilities and
some do not.
ines county records where the applicant
resides will not uncover this information.
Furthermore, Boone County is not obligated to send conviction records to any state
conviction repository. Even if Missouri has
a state convictions list, the Boone county
records might or might not be there.

The cost of county-level criminal
checks depends on many factors, such
as whether the county seat is easily
accessible or requires significant travel
by a records searcher; whether the county has digitized its information making it
easier to find information relative to the
specific candidate you’re considering;
and whether the county itself charges an
“access fee” to obtain the records.
Example: As of the date of this writing, New York charges a $65 access fee,
and Florida charges a $24 access fee. Some
states have free statewide criminal record
databases on the Internet.

Caution: Every state that makes its
data available via the Internet also
posts a strong disclaimer about the
accuracy of the information. And they
mean it. A true background search
requires an experienced searcher to
go to the courthouse and use his or
her skills to find the required records.
There is a value in requesting criminal checks. But do not be lured into a
false sense of security and do not
overspend for unnecessary checks.
Criminal checks are recommended
for all employees. Credit checks are
recommended for all employees who
will handle money, financial information, credit card numbers or valuable
merchandise. Any employee who has
a problem with bad debt (written off
by the creditor or turned over to collection) in the previous three years
that cannot be appropriately
explained should not be hired.
White-Collar Crime Fighter source:
Martin T. Biegelman, CFE, CCEP, Director of
Global Investigations & Compliance at
Navigant Consulting Inc., and Joel T. Bartow,
CFE, CPP, Operations Director, Integrigard LLC.

I

t has been reported time and time
again that recessions promote fraud.
When surviving employees see their
co-workers being laid off en masse, as
was the case to the tune of 30,000
employees at Bank of America just
before the 2011 holiday season, they
begin to wonder just how secure their
own jobs are. Many conclude, according
to experts, that they aren’t stable at all.
Result: As indicated by a study of
more than 4,000 employees in 319
companies by Leadership IQ, a
research and training company, 74% of
employees who kept their jobs
throughout the recession reported that
their productivity declined since the
layoffs and 69% of those surveyed said
that the quality of their company’s
product or service had declined.

disinterest on the part of top management toward the individual rank and
file employee…being reciprocated
with a lack of loyalty, commitment
and respect on the part of employees
toward the institutions they work for.
Whether management or employees are to blame for the onset of this
destructive syndrome is immaterial.
The critical issue for those responsible for corporate governance is that
only management can reverse the trend.

BEYOND THE FRAUD TRIANGLE
The Fraud Triangle—which identifies
financial pressure, opportunity and
rationalization as the key motivators of
employee fraud—remains an essential
component of the anti-fraud toolbox of
contemporary financial crime fighters.
Now, however, due to the cultural shift
arising from a growing frequency of
mass layoffs, criminologists are noting
the emergence of a powerful new angle
to the Fraud Triangle. It is best defined
as “employer indifference” or “employee disenfranchisement.”

•Suddenly announcing a merger
with another company following
months of ultra-secret negotiations.
•Dropping the bombshell that
employee pension benefits are to be
unexpectedly and indefinitely cut back.
•Neglecting to retrain employees
as new skills are required to remain
competitive (among the first to be pinkslipped by BofA last November were
reportedly members of the bank’s training department).
•Dumping more and more work
on employees without explanation, let
alone commensurate pay increases.
•Setting a “tone at the top” that
senior executives are the main financial
beneficiaries of the company’s success.

LESS MYSTERIOUS THAN
IT SOUNDS
Regardless of which phrase you prefer, both define a far-reaching and progressive erosion of the traditional twoway “moral contract” between employers and employees. Put more bluntly,
we’re seeing at the heart of many modern financial scandals a conspicuous

HOW IT WORKS…
Like Bank of America, all it takes for
a company to break the traditional
“moral contract” between employer
and employees—which for decades
dictated mutual respect, fair treatment and loyalty—is a management
mindset defined by such actions as…

WHAT’S IT GOT TO DO WITH FRAUD?
Rationalization—one of the three
sides of the Fraud Triangle—describes
the internal fraudster’s emotional “justification” for perpetrating wrongdoing as being driven in part by the atti3
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CYBER-CRIME FIGHTER

The Disturbing Truth About
Cyber-Crime and Why
Management Must Move
Now to Stop the Bleeding

I

n its newest survey of cyber-crime
and fraud, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) reveals some disturbing trends. In particular, cybercrime—until recently brushed off as
“not my problem” in many executive
suites—turns out to be the fourth
most common form of economic
crime. While asset misappropriation
still ranks number one by a long
shot—as it has for years—the percentage of organizations victimized
by cyber-crime is a full one-third as
many as those that experienced asset
misappropriation.
If that is not proof enough that
organizations need to take cybercrime seriously, it is hard to imagine
what is.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Problem: The term “cyber-crime”
can fairly be used to describe a wide
variety of computer and/or Internet
misdeeds. PwC’s current definition:
“An economic crime committed
using computers and the Internet.
It includes distributing viruses, illegally downloading files, phishing and
pharming, and stealing personal information like bank account details.
It is only a cyber-crime if a computer, or computers, and the Internet
play a central role in the crime, and
not an incidental one.”
CLEARER PICTURE
There are five main types of cyber
attack, each with its own distinct—
though sometimes overlapping—
methods and objectives. They are:
•Economic crime. This involves
criminals hacking into proprietary systems and using technology as a tool to
commit fraud.
•Espionage. This involves penetrating secure systems to steal intellectual
property (‘IP’), including electronic
communications and files as well as traditional IP-like research and development (R&D).
•Activism. Attacks carried out by
supporters of a political or social cause.
4

•Terrorism. Terrorist groups might
attack either state or private assets, often
critical national infrastructure (CNI) like
power, telecoms and financial systems.
•Warfare. This involves states attacking state organizations, such as the recent
case of China hacking into US government computer systems, including those
of the Department of Defense (DoD).

WHAT MANAGEMENT
SHOULD DO NOW
The most effective forms of cybercrime training are computer-based training…E-mail announcements/ posters/
banners…and classroom training.
Additional imperatives:
•Get the CEO involved. The CEO
and the Board must be aware of the risks
and opportunities of the cyber world.
•Evaluate your preparedness.
Cyber-crime is fast-paced and new risks
emerge all the time, which means the
organization must continually adapt its
procedures.
•Be aware of all current and
emerging cyber environments.
Only with up-to-date familiarity with
cyber-threats can the organization make
well-informed decisions and do the
right things at the right times.
•Set up a cyber incident response
team that can act and adapt quickly— the organization can then track,
risk-assess and deal with an incident as
soon as it is spotted anywhere in the
business.
•Recruit people with the relevant
skills and experience. They can support your training efforts by passing this
knowledge on to everyone else, helping
to create a “cyber-aware” organization
that can protect itself better.
•Take a tougher and clearer
stance on cyber-crime. Management
must show it means business by taking
legal action against cyber-criminals and
enforcing strong punitive policies.
White-Collar Crime Fighter source:
“Cyber-crime: Protecting Against the Growing
Threat. Global Economic Crime Survey,” by
PricewaterhouseCoopers, www.pwc.com/crime
survey.

tude that the proceeds of the illegal
activity are “deserved” because of a
perceived unfairness or injustice
against the employee.
Today’s growing employee disenfranchisement is the metastasized version of rationalization. It has its roots in
a deep-seated sense of alienation on
the part of employees, caused by one
or a series of emotionally distressing
actions such as those listed above.
Moreover, it flourishes in the fertile
emotional makeup of employees the
longer top management single-mindedly pursues its narrow quest of the
“right numbers,” paying only lip service to the role of rank-and-file employees in the organization’s achievement
of its goals.
Result: The job insecurity among
survivors of such drastic human
resources mismanagement can quickly
evolve into outright anger and resentment—powerful emotional drivers of
crime against the wrongdoer.
As part of the syndrome, fundamentally honest employees begin to
adopt a “Wild West” mindset of “every
man (or woman) for himself.”
Consciously or subconsciously, they
lock into the attitude that “If the
company is going to lay off my coworkers right before Thanksgiving,
it’s obvious they could care less
about any of us. If I’m going to be
next, I’m going to take what I can get
from the company as long as I’m still
around—even if it means bending
the law a little bit.”
TO BUILD A BETTER CULTURE
Since the crash of the housing market and the near collapse of the US
financial system in late 2008, legislators and regulators have come up with
long lists of new rules supposedly
designed to curb financial wrongdoing
and excessive risk taking. Whether
they have the intended impact remains
to be seen.
Proven anti-fraud measures, however, do exist and management doesn’t
need to wait for the attorneys to work
through all of the new legal and regulatory paperwork to get down to
brass tacks.
To foster—or restore—employee
identification with, and loyalty to, the
company, top management urgently
needs to establish—or rebuild—a
value system that “puts people
first”…and sets high standards of personal and professional integrity, fairContinued on page 5
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ness, personal respect, responsibility
and compliance...
•Establish and maintain maximum transparency in all top management activities. That means
avoiding secrecy and surreptitiousness
in making decisions about major
acquisitions, mergers, restructuring or
downsizings that will impact your
employees. If a major action such as
this is unavoidable, communicate early
and often with employees—ensuring
them that no surprises or unfair
actions will result from the company’s
ultimate decision.
•Assess and revise the company’s Code of Conduct. Ask yourself
“How well has our Code really
worked in recent years?” If the
answer you get is “not all that well,”
it’s time to...
! Survey employees to gather
their input on how to improve the
organization’s procedures, processes
and controls to reduce fraud risk.
! Avoid at all costs making decisions that “test” the limits of the law.
Even an action that is not illegal but is
clearly unethical will demoralize people and provide an excuse to do the
same…or worse.
! Require department managers
to share information about control
weaknesses or other elements of business functions that could encourage
employees to commit fraud.
! Publicize incidents of unethical
conduct. If, for example, a manager
“steals” one of his employees’ ideas, he
or she should be called on it when
word leaks out. He or she should be
required to apologize to the mistreated
employee and to the organization as a
whole.
•Encourage employees to fill
out and submit a confidential and
anonymous review of corporate
conduct. This should be part of annual employee reviews—so as to send
the message that providing this information is serious business.
Key: Encouraging open criticism
of legal or ethical wrongdoing helps
to give employees a sense of loyalty
to the organization—a sense that
their voice matters and that strong
legal standards are a top priority of
management.
White-Collar Crime Fighter source:
Jan M. Schwartz, PhD, DABFE, DACFM, DABPS,
FACE, President, Forensic Fraud Research, Inc., a
Canton, OH-based consulting firm assisting law
enforcement in white-collar crime investigations,
www.whitecollarcorruption.com. She can be
reached at janschwartz@mac.com.

CYBER-VULNERABILITY

CYBER-FRAUD
Why Are We Still
Being Victimized?

B

etween March 2010 and April
2011, the FBI identified 20 major
incidents in which the online
banking credentials of small-to-medium sized U.S. businesses were stolen
and used to initiate fraudulent wire
transfers to Chinese companies. As of
April 2011, the total attempted fraud
amounted to approximately $20 million; the actual victim losses were $11
million.

actors also have sent domestic ACH and
wire transfers to money mules in the
United States within minutes of conducting the overseas transfers.

PAR FOR THE COURSE?
Problem: This FBI case is just one
of a long string of cyber-schemes that
have been proliferating over many
years, costing organizations of all
kinds billions of dollars in losses.
Still, organizations continue to be
NATURE OF THE CYBER-BEAST
victimized by a slew of technological
attacks including the
In a typical
hacking,
Chinese cyber- This FBI case is just one of a long familiar
fraud case, the string of cyber-schemes that have virus, worm and
computer of a been proliferating over many years. Trojan horse attacks.
Like the latest social
person within a
U.S. company with authority to initiate engineering scams, all are aimed at illefunds transfers on behalf of the U.S. gally penetrating or bypassing firebusiness is compromised by either a walls and other security defenses to
phishing E-mail or by visiting a phony, steal either money or data or both.
Example: Sony, whose PlayStation
criminally operated Web site.
Network
was hacked in early 2011
The malware implanted on the
resulting
in
the theft of nearly 80 milunsuspecting employee’s hard drive
collects the user’s corporate online lion personal records.
Important: These big-name organibanking credentials. When the authozations
are not the ones most comrized user attempts to log in to his or
monly
attacked.
her bank Web site, he or she is redirected to another Web page stating the
WHY IS THIS STILL HAPPENING?
bank Web site is under maintenance or
The primary targets—Small and
is unable to access the accounts. While Medium-sized businesses (SMBs)—
the user is experiencing logon “issues,” are run by bosses far too busy to a)
the fraudsters initiate the unauthorized inform themselves about the threat,
transfers to commercial accounts held much less b) do anything to protect
at intermediary banks.The stolen funds themselves and their businesses.
are then transferred to the Chinese
Reason: Most SMBs lack the
economic and trade company bank resources to implement and maintain
account.
the kind of state-of-the-art information
The unauthorized wire transfers system security defenses that large
have ranged from $50,000 to organizations can afford. But a
$985,000. In most cases, they have $900,000 cyber-ripoff can put some
been above $900,000.
SMB’s at serious risk of failure.
In addition to the large wire transfers,
Added part of the answer:
Continued on page 6
the FBI discovered that the malicious
5
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FRAUD-FIGHTERS’
NEED-TO-KNOW
HOT LINE
Profile of a Fraudster: Latest Findings

A

ccording to KPMG’s latest global research on the key characteristics of
fraudsters (if there is such a thing), most work for their employers for several years without doing anything wrong—until an adverse change occurs.
This might be growing job dissatisfaction, unrealistic performance expectations or
an irresistible temptation to commit fraud.

Individuals most likely to commit fraud under such circumstances:
•41% of fraudsters are between 35 and 45 years old. Another 35% are between
45 and 55 years old.
•Men still make up the overwhelming majority of fraudsters—up from 85% of the
worldwide total in 2007 to 87% in 2011. However, women in North America made up
22% of all fraudsters, while Asia-Pacific females made up 23% of all fraudsters.Those numbers were three times those of female fraudsters in the Europe-Middle East-Asia region.
KPMG attributes a significant part of the reason for the disparity in the percentages of men and women committing fraud to the “gender gap” that prevails in most
companies. Women still make up a markedly lower percentage of senior executives
than men, regardless of region.
•With regard to job function, one-third (32%) of all frauds are committed by
employees in a financial position. Following this job category are operations and sales
(32% in 2011 compared with 25% in 2007)...CEO/Managing Directors (up from 11%
in 2007 to 26% in 2011).
•The majority of fraudsters are senior executives (53% in 2011 compared with
60% in 2007). Management-level employees follow at 29% and staff at 14%.
White-Collar Crime Fighter source: “Who is the Typical Fraudster?”, survey by KPMG,
www.kpmg.com.

New Meaning to the Term “Trojan”

A

new virus replaces legitimate online banking sites with phony ones, preventing account holders from noticing that their money is gone. The technique is similar in concept to the video trick played on the casino villain
Terry Benedict in the movie Ocean’s Eleven.
The Trojan horse uses a two-step process to execute the cyber-crime...

The virus lies dormant on the victim’s computer until he or she visits an online
banking site. It steals their login credentials and tricks the victim into divulging additional personal information such as debit card information.
New twist: After the stolen card number is used for a fraudulent purchase, the
virus intercepts subsequent visits to the victim’s legitimate banking site and scrubs
transaction records clean of any fraud. That prevents—or at least delays—consumers
from discovering fraud and reporting it to the bank, buying the fraudster critical extra
time to deplete the victim’s account.
Trusteer calls it a “post transaction” attack, because much of the virus’s effectiveness
is attributable to its ability to control what victims see after fraudulent transactions occur.
The new virus came to Trusteer’s attention when a large retail bank spotted it and
reported it to the firm.
Challenge: It is no longer adequate to frequently check balances for suspicious activity.
Self-defense: In addition to keeping your anti-virus software up-to-date, regularly check your account balance at an ATM or from a different computer that is not
infected with the virus. Doing so will reveal any fraudulent activity.
Also important: Review paper bank statements. Because the virus only affects
the victim’s Web browser—not the banking system itself—paper statements will
reveal any illegal transactions.
White-Collar Crime Fighter sources: Amit Klein, chief technology officer for Trusteer, quoted in
“New Virus Raids Your Bank Account But You Won’t Notice It,” in “The Red Tape Chronicles” blog by
Bob Sullivan, and “Post Transaction Fraud Schemes Erased Evidence of Account Theft from Online
Statements!”, article published on the Trusteer web site, www.trusteer.com.
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Senior executives of large organizations either don’t want to deal with
cyber-security or they are convinced
that their IT departments have the
issue “covered.”
Expert opinion: According to
Lynn Goodendorf, CIPP, CISSP, CEO of
Atlanta-based
Good
Security
Consulting LLC, this mindset—common across industries—results in a
situation where huge amounts of
money are budgeted for technological security measures (such as firewalls and anti-virus software) while
other equally vital, non-technological
aspects of effective enterprise-wide
information security go unattended.
Challenge: As the sophistication of
attacks increases, organizations cannot afford to ease up on information
security for one minute.
Critical steps to take:

•Achieve “essential,” and then
worry about “excellent.” Many organizations achieve high levels of security
in numerous areas but neglect others.
Criminals will almost always prefer the
easier route. A superior defense against
real-world attacks involves identifying a
set of essential controls ... ensuring
their implementation across the organization without exception ... and then
moving on to more advanced controls
where needed.
•Optimize access control.
Change default credentials. When system/network administrators set up a
new system, change the password. If
you outsource this to a third party,
check that they’ve changed the password. Don’t assume that your staff or
your partners consistently follow
through on all policies and procedures.
Also important: Along with
changing default credentials, ensure
that passwords are unique and not
shared among users.
•Review user accounts on a
regular basis. The review should consist of a formal process to confirm that
active accounts are valid, necessary,
properly configured and given appropriate (preferably minimum) privileges.
Essential: Restrict and monitor
privileged users: Trust but verify. Use
pre-employment screening to prevent
problems before they start. Enforce segregation of duties to avoid having one
employee capable of gaining unauthorized access. Make sure they know your
policies and expectations and ensure
that managers are accountable for
ensuring that employees adhere to them.
Also critical: Logging of privileged use along with generating of messages to management about these
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changes. Unplanned privileged use
should generate alarms and be investigated.
•Improve network security
management. Secure remote access
services: In many instances, remote
access services are Internet-facing.
Instead, secure services by enabling only
specific IP addresses or networks to
access them.

As the sophistication of attacks
increases, organizations cannot
afford to ease up on information
security for one minute.
Also important: Secure remote
access services to specific management
networks via access control lists.
•Monitor and filter outgoing
network traffic. By monitoring, understanding and controlling outbound traffic, your organization will greatly
increase its chances of mitigating malicious activity.
•Log management and analysis. System components called “logs”
monitor traffic on your network if properly configured. By fully enabling socalled “application and network witness
logs” and monitoring them you may be
able to forestall an attack before it happens. Too often, evidence of events leading to breaches was available to the victim organization beforehand, but was
neither noticed nor acted upon.
•Define
“suspicious”
and
“anomalous” and then look for what
“it” is. This can be vague, but generalizing what this entails in order to prescribe
something for everyone would counteract the point.
•Determine what is critical,
identify what constitutes normal
behavior and then put focused mechanisms in place to look for and alert upon
deviations from normality.
•Increase awareness of social
engineering. Educate employees about
different methods of social engineering
and their potential origins. Often,
employees click on links they shouldn’t
and open attachments received from
identified persons.
Reward users for reporting suspicious E-mail and sites and create the
incentives necessary for vigilance.
White-Collar Crime Fighter sources:
•Lynn Goodendorf, CIPP, CISSP, CEO, of
Atlanta-based Good Security Consulting LLC.
•Verizon’s “2011 Data Breach Investigations
Report,” a study conducted by the Verizon RISK
Team with cooperation from the U.S. Secret
Service and the Dutch High Tech Crime Unit,
available at http://www.verizonbusiness.com/
resources/reports/rp_data-breach-investigationsreport-2011_en_xg.pdf :
Note: A version of this article originally
appeared in The Fraud Examiner newsletter, a
publication of The Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners,www.acfe.com.
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of new scam, scheme and scandal reports

Barre, VT

P

roof that it’s not that hard to
identify fraud if you’re paying
attention. It is often said that frauds
by employees can continue for years
due to failure on the part of accountants or auditors to screen for the red
flags of embezzlement and similar
crimes.This still holds true, but so does
the opposite. In this case, the victim
company’s accountant noticed discrepancies in procurement activities that
pointed to failure to comply with the
company’s
competitive
bidding
process. It was long before the alleged
perpetrator was apprehended.
Details: The former supervisor of
grounds and maintenance at a public
high school in East Montpelier allegedly stole taxpayer-purchased items for
the construction of his private home.
Casey Harrington was ordered into
Vermont Superior Court in Barre to
face a felony charge of embezzlement,
police said.
School Superintendent Robbe Brook
said that the property loss to the
school district is estimated at about
$25,000. No money was believed missing, she said.
The original complaint from Brook
indicated property was either stolen or
missing from the high school.
Some items reported missing by
the school district were found in
Harrington’s home, State Trooper
Jared Hatch said in an affidavit for a
search warrant.
The court-ordered search of
Harrington’s residence and his truck
retrieved some of the suspected stolen
property, including a gymnasium-style
light fixture as well as light poles that
lined part of Harrington’s driveway
that were similar to those in the school
parking lot.
Other items used for home construction were also recovered.
Hatch’s affidavit also indicated he had

stopped at the Beverage Baron, a retail
liquor outlet owned by Harrington’s
father, and spotted a hand dryer
installed in a public bathroom. The
make and serial number matched one
of two dryers reported missing by the
school, Hatch’s affidavit stated.
The bust: Brook said the thefts
were uncovered by the school district’s accountant David Angolano &
Co., which noted discrepancies about
bids sought by the district.
“It was through some irregularities
and not following the bidding
process,” Brook said.
Details: She said Angolano’s audit
uncovered several problems. Among
them were eight transactions that had
invoices with a date earlier than the
date of the purchase order. Also, three
transactions had no purchase orders.
The auditors also determined three
construction projects exceeded
$15,000, but none had public bids as
required by state law. Angolano also
reported incomplete vehicle mileage
logs and 25 purchase orders for the
maintenance department that were
never executed.

Minden, NV

T

he Fraud Triangle to the
extreme. The Fraud Triangle element of “Pressure” is often defined by
anti-fraud experts as the product of a
gambling habit. But this case stretches that syndrome to the extreme:
A Nevada woman was arrested on
suspicion of embezzling more than
$80,000 from her employer to support a penny-slot gambling habit.
Details: Laura Jennings-Evans is
accused of embezzling the money
from Carson Valley Medical Center
over the last 16 months while she
was its accounts payable coordinator.
She did it by making Medical Center
7
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checks out to her husband and
depositing them in her account. Her
husband said he had no clue about the
thefts.
Jennings-Evans told investigators she
spent an average of nine hours a week
playing penny slots at the maximum
bet of $4.

Brooklyn, NY

E

conomic smarts and athletic
prowess characterize perpetrator of $21 million accounts receivable fraud. A Wharton business
school graduate and former University
of North Carolina basketball player
who ran a New York home furnishings
company was convicted by a jury in a
$21 million bank-fraud case.
Details: Courtney Dupree was
found guilty of lying about receivables
to New York-based Amalgamated Bank
in order to get and maintain a credit
line for his holding company, GDC
Acquisitions LLC, which owned lighting and furniture dealerships. Among
the latter, according to the indictment,
were lighting distributor JDC Lighting,
lighting maintenance company Unalite
Electric & Lighting, as well as Image
Lighting LLC, Unalite Distribution and
furniture distributor Hudson Bay
Environments Group.
Total losses to the bank: $16 million.

Thomas Foley, a lawyer in Hoboken,
NJ, who was the company’s outside
counsel until he became its chief operating officer, was acquitted of conspiracy, bank fraud and making a false
statement.
Dupree was found guilty of conspiracy to commit bank fraud, bank fraud
and two counts of making a false statement. He faces up to 30 years in prison
on the most serious charge, according
to a statement by U.S. Attorney Loretta
Lynch in Brooklyn.
The scheme: According to the
indictment, in August 2008, several
GDC units, with the parent company
as guarantor, reached an agreement
with Amalgamated that allowed them
to secure a $21 million revolving credit line.
To manipulate receivables that
were assigned as collateral to secure
the loan, Dupree and his co-defendants—accountants for the business—booked fictitious sales, prematurely recognized sales, re-aged
receivables, posted cash from customers as liabilities in order to avoid
reducing receivables. Specifically,
according to court records, Dupree’s
company created documents in
November 2009 indicating that GDC
had $25.2 million in accounts receivable when it actually had only $9
million.
Deception methodology: GDC
allegedly maintained two accounting
databases: One that provided financial
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data to its outside accountants, J.H.
Cohn, and another that generated data
for Amalgamated Bank. According to
the indictment, both databases contained falsified financial information,
but the one used to report financial
information to Amalgamated contained far more false data than that
used to report to J.H. Cohn.
Dupree and his co-defendants
also allegedly tried to obtain
approximately $5 million in funding from C3 Capital LLC, a privateequity investment firm, by submitting reports that fraudulently inflated GDC’s accounts receivable.
According to court documents, C3
never gave any money to any of
Dupree’s companies.
Dupree played basketball for the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and earned a master’s of business
administration from the Wharton
School at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Before starting GDC, he was a vice
president at the ill-fated New York
investment bank Lehman Brothers
Holdings Inc.
Dupree was in custody beginning
in March 2011 when he was arrested
a second time on new charges that he
schemed to defraud Amalgamated.
U.S. District Judge Kiyo A. Matsumoto,
who is presiding over the trial, denied
him bail. Prosecutors said Dupree
took about $331,000 in customer payments to a GDC subsidiary for his personal use. He still faces being tried on
that charge.
Nail in the coffin: Three former
GDC accountants, Emilio Serrano,
Irma Nusfaumer and Frank Patello,
earlier pleaded guilty after agreeing to
testify at Dupree’s trial on behalf of
the government.
For further details: U.S. v.
Dupree, 10-cr-627, U.S. District Court,
Eastern District of New York
(Brooklyn).
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